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I. INTRODUCTION
Motion planning for multi-robot systems is particularly

important in cases where many robots must interact with each
other in confined spaces, potentially with many obstacles.
Modern planning algorithms can find trajectories that ef-
fectively coordinate hundreds of robots while approximately
optimizing objectives such as total energy used [2]; however,
all such solutions assume that the resulting trajectories can be
executed nearly perfectly, which is an unrealistic assumption.

To compensate for changes in the environment or imper-
fect execution, one might apply cooperative collision avoid-
ance strategies, such as ORCA [3], at runtime. However,
such algorithms often operate locally and do not take the
pre-planned trajectories into account.

We propose an algorithm for robust trajectory execution
that compensates for a variety of dynamic changes, including
newly appearing obstacles, robots breaking down, imperfect
motion execution, and external disturbances. Robots do not
communicate with each other and only sense other robots’
positions and the obstacles around them.

II. APPROACH
Consider a group of m robots. Each robot i is given the

following:

oi(t) : original trajectory of ith robot where t ∈ [0, Ti],

c : order of derivative up to which
smoothness is required,

R(p) : convex collision shape of any robot at position p,

γk : dynamic limit of the robot for the

kth derivative of its trajectory.

Each robot i can sense the positions {p1, . . . ,pm} of other
robots as well as the current occupied space Oi around it.
Robots are unaware of the other robots’ planned trajectories,
and cannot communicate with each other. Each robot i must
execute a trajectory fi(t), where fi(t) is a solution to the
following optimization problem:

minimize
∫ Ti

0

‖fi(t)− oi(t)‖2 dt (1)
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subject to
fi(t) is continuous up to degree c,
djfi
dtj

(0) =
djpi

dtj
(0) for j ∈ {0, 1, ..., c}

fi(t) is collision-free, and∥∥∥∥dkfi(t)dtk

∥∥∥∥ ≤ γk for all desired k,

where t ∈ [0, Ti].

We solve this problem approximately, using a dynamic
receding horizon approach iteratively. At every iteration K,
robot i plans a trajectory fKi (t) that starts at the robots’
current position and is safe to execute up to the user-provided
period δt. Replanning is done at a fixed period of δt. In
each iteration K, we sense the other robots’ positions to
compute the buffered Voronoi cell Vi [4], update our current
representation of the occupied space (Oi), and compute a
trajectory fKi (t).

We execute the following three major components iter-
atively: discrete planning that is used to efficiently plan
around new obstacles, trajectory optimization to generate
smooth and collision-free trajectories, and temporal rescaling
to enforce the dynamic limits of the robot.

At the end of each iteration, each robot has its trajectory
fKi (t) that is guaranteed to be collision-free up to time δt; is
continuous up to the cth derivative; obeys the dynamic limits
of the robot; tries to stay close to the original trajectory; and
is a good starting point for the next iteration.

III. EVALUATION

We test our approach both in simulations and physical
experiments using differential drive robots with varying
external disturbances. We show that our algorithm i) scales
well with the number of robots and the number of obstacles;
ii) avoids collisions and deadlocks better than ORCA; and
(iii) unlike ORCA, results in smooth trajectories.
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